
VIOLENCE, NON-VIOLENCE, 
AND POLITICAL STRATEGY 
Mulford Q. Sibley 

The problem of violence in American culture has 
been a subject of increasing concern during the past 
two decades. In the fifties, there was rampant the 
school of “consensus” history writing, which tended 
to deny the existence of conflicts about basic issues 
in American history. More recently, the past has 
been portrayed in an entirely different light: Conflict, 
and particularly violent conflict, are seen as having 
been virtually endemic. Against the background of 
violent crime and civil disturbance, several presi- 
dential commissions have investigated violence, and 
they usually emerge with the conclusion that Ameri- 
cans are a peculiarly violent people. The atrocities 
of the Vietnam war, and police and ghetto violence, 
have led many to wonder at the same time whether 
the alleged merits of the American political system 
are as great as its defenders have insisted. Yet, 
violence, whether in the form of war, violent revolt, 
or brutal suppression, is everywhere as much a part 
of the scene as in the United States. 

The volumes by David Dellinger and Richard 
Rubenstein must be read within this context. Both 
try to face the problem of violence honestly and 
without resort to clichCs. Both offer interpret a t’ ions 
of American history and politics. Both seek not 
only to analyze but illso to prescribe. Beyond this, 

. however, their arguments tend to diverge and their 
emphases differ at many points. 

David Dellinger, editor of Liberation, pacifist since 
before World War 11, and more recently one of 
the Chicago Seven, seeks to explore in his collected 
essays the implications of political non-violence for 
our day. He ranges over a wide variety of subjects, 
from his imprisonment in 1943 to his address before 
Judge Hoffman in the recent, notorious Chicago trial. 
There are chapters containing his observations of 
Castro’s Cuba, Ho’s North Vietnam, and Mao’s China. 
A long essay deals with contemporary and current 
American politics from the viewpoint of an advocate 
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of revolutionary non-violence. Other sections con- 
cern protests at the Pentagon, the Rosenbergs, sexual 
ethics and the revolutionary, the Warren Report, 
Martin Luther King, and Gandhi. I n  fact, Dellinger 
comments on an extraordinarily large number of 
b.isic political issues. 

I 

He makes ;I clear distinction liere between .active 
and passive non-violence: The former he identifies 

ivho fear to confront the status quo, who tend to 
xquiesce to the existing order which only superfi- 
cially appears to he non-violent. Thus, rcooltitionary 
non-violence would be as concerned with the violence 
of the ruling class ;is with that of alleged revolution- 
aries. It is unfortunate, Dellinger argues, that many 
pacifists have been. of the passive sort and have 
failed to recognize their obligation to struggle politi- 
cally against all injustice, imbalances of power, and 
racism. His pacifism, in other words, cannot be 
identified wi th  non-resistance but must be seen a s  
non-violent resistance--and ii non-violent resistance, 
moreover, which has an aggressive quality about it. 

Dellinger is acutely awire  of the fact that to 
Iniiny of the wo;ld’s dispossessed-including not a 
few blacks, Indians, and poor whites in the United 
States-the only alternative appears to be violent 
revolt. He understands why this is so; and while 
he seeks to vindicate revolutionary non-violence, he 
makes it  clear that violence is to be preferred to 
slavish acquiescence ( in this he obviously follows 
Gandhi). Even though he leads the non-violent 
revolutionists, he is willing to make alliances with 
those who do not necessarily repudiate violence as 
ii political strategy. 

But there should be no doubt about Dellinger’s 
faith in organized non-violence, includipg mass civil 
disobedience. In the essay, “An Integrated Peace 

as “revolutionary”; exponents of the latter t are those 
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\\’;ilk Tlirough Georgia,” for example, he asserts that: 
“Non-violence has the power to win tangible vic- 
tories against seemingly overwhelming odds, if its 
practitioners ;ire prepared to make almost limitless 
siicrifices.” 

For those who still suffer under the illusion that 
tlie United States is somehow ;iI\vays more humilne 
t h m  other niitions, ;i reading of Dellinger’s chapter 
on the Internutionnl IVar Crimes Tribunal-on which 
lie sat-ought to be prescribed. Here, :ind elsewhere, 
lie provides illustrations of the lengths to which a 
nation wi l l  go i n  trampling on the lives and rights 
of others. Nazi Germunv had no monopoly on the 
sin of self-rightcousness, nor should Americans be- 
1iei.c tliat the U.S. lias not officially committed the 
very offenses for \rdiich many of the defendmts at 
Kurcm1)erg wcre Iiangcd. 

David Dellinger criticizes the complacency of mil- 
lions of Americans who, ensconced behind their 
“afihicnce,” riither smugly criticize domestic revolu- 
tionists (srrch ;IS the Black Panthers) and the revolu- 
tionists of other lands. He reiterates, what any 
literate ilbierican should know, that \vhile this coun- 
try has o,iily ;ilxmt six per cent of tlie worlds popu- 
lation, it controls the bulk of the world’s wealth; 
and lie likewise rcminds 11s tliat distribution of in- 
come within the US. continues to remain about the 
same ;is it \VAS morc than fifty years ago, with thiit 
.of blacks and other minorities actually declining in 
:i relativc sc~nse. Even the hoasted freedom of speech 
;incl dissent \vliicli liberals so often identify with 
American culture, he argues, is severely limited. 
Thus, small anti-war protests were tolerated at the 
Atlantic City Democratic Convention of 196.1 but 
were suppressed at the Chicago Democratic Con- 
vention of 1968 when they promised to become 
“ c d T  ectivc.” 

sy\tcni transformation required to satisfy the demands 
of large e\clrrded groups. 

Broadly speaking, the argument holds that a key 
to American history is colonialism. Americans be- 
came a nation by rejecting the outside control of 
Britain, and the subsequent significant movements 
have carried on the tradition. Thus, farmers in the 
\Vhiskey Rebellion sought to eliminate external 
Eastern control of their lives; Irishmen carried on 
the draft riots of the Civil Wiir to protest direction 
of the self-conscious group by alien forces; and to- 
day, blacks are increasingly demanding, through 
ghetto “riots,” the eliniination of colonial control of 
their neighborhoods. 

In terms of prescription, Rubenstein thinks we 
should recognize current demands for “black power” 
;is not only the continuation of an old tradition in 
.4nierican life but also as ;i legitimate moral and 
political request. Given current black consciousness 
iuicl problems of political power, the best way’ to 
avoid future violence and to implement the princi- 
ple of the equality of human beings is to extend 
sweeping politicnl iiutonomy to those neighbor- 
hoods of every city which demand it. This means 
that if the ghettos ask for control of their local 
schools and policy, they should be granted their de- 
mands. The test of urban organization in general 
should be whether the people of a neighborhood 
think of present controls ;is “colonialist” or “esternal” 
in nature. Even though the orthodos may argue that 
:I centralized city-wide police or school system is 
best, the chief criterion should be what the image 
of the schools or the police is to the inhabitants of 

The decentralizing principle, Rubenstein thinks, 
\vould, in  the long run, make for both less alienating 
and qualitatively better institutions. Under the di- 
rection of their own neighborhood organization, the 
police, for euamplc, \vould be respected ;is fellow- 
citizens and not hated ;is outsiders; and given this 
elimination of :i feeling of alienation, cooperation 
with the police would be widespread. It would also 
mean that the police would not regard minorities 
;is somehow sub-human, and thus the incidence of 
police violence-so frighteningly great today and so 
largely due to the development of separation he- 
tween thosc, seen as “colonialists” and those dis- 
cerncd iis “colonial subjects”-would decline. 

13ol)enstcain is ii\\viire of many of the criticisms 
ushicli might be directed against his proposals and 
‘ittempts to deal with them. To the argument that 
speci;il interest groups could seize control of neigh- 
borhood institutions, he replies that this is always 
ii risk of self-government. hloreover, it is an illusion 
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to believe that tlie same does not and coiild not 
happen where centralized urbian institutions are in- 
volved. White self-interest groups do often dictate 
to the black ghettos, whose inhabitants miiy have 
quite different value systems from those who control 
them. As for the alleged lack of “efficiency” of the 
proposed neighborhood institutions, Rubenstein 
questions whether tlie highly bureaucratized urban 
school and police systems of today qualify very well 
on that score; indeed, he would also suggest that 
efficiency is not the only value to consider. To tlie 
charge that his prescription would destroy a sense 
of unity in tlie urban area, he would reply that 
neighborhoods need not opt for neighborhood con- 
trol if they do not desire it. They could thus reject 
the supposed disunity which they fear. . 

In general, the thnist of Rubenstein’s argument is 
toward a philosophy which would stress both tlie 
tradition and the value of small-unit self-govern- 
ment. Culturally cohesive groups not only hour: de- 
manded “independence” but oirglif to demand it- 
for something of humanity is lost when they are 
forced to submit to the priorities of other groups 
whose value emphases may be radically different. 
The principle of radical decentralism, particularly in 
large urban areas, is cidled for by both the notion of 
democracy and the conception of a non-violent 
society. 

A critical examination of the positions espoused 
in these two volumes must deal with at least three 
fundamental questions. The first has to do with the’ 
problem of horo desirable social change does and 
can take place. The second raises the issue of goals, 
as they relate to strategies of violence or non- 
violence. The third focuses on those ancient debates 
about the relation of “human nature” iind politics. 

\Vith respect to tlie f i rs t ,  Dellinger is ratlwr viigue 
about the issue of how desirable change lias taken 
place in the past. Rubenstein argues, of course, that 
violent protest or its threat (mostly its threat) lias 
been a major cause of desirable change in the 
United States. But his tendency to suggest that any 
conflict niust erupt in violence and that threats of 
conflict must, ipso facto, be threats to violent con- 
flict is unfortunate. Dellinger would surely object to 
it, argning that a promise to withdraw cooperation, 
iis in il lioycott or through civil &obedience, can 
be more effective than threats of physical violence 
and need not result in violence. Indeed, Dellinger’s 
strength lies in the fact that lie emphasizes this and 
that lie c;ills attention to the largely untapped possi- 
bilities of non-violent direct confrontation in politics. 

\\’here Dellinger is less satisfying is in his tend- 
ency to set non-violent direct iaction over against 
orthodos electoral action. He seems to have little 
confidence in the latter (with good reason, of course, 
given the oligarchic character of American economic 
society) ‘incl opposes it  to the potentialities of non- 
violent non-electoral direct confrontation. While I 
tend to agree with many of Dellinger’s criticisms of 
electorill politics in the United States ( i d  I myself 
have never been able to support any m;ijor party 
candidate for the Presidency), I think that tlie more 
nearly correct formu1;i would be to iissert the neces- 
sity for both electoral politics c m l  non-violent “rev- 
olutionar);’ direct action. The former need not be 
carried on through the two major partics. And a1- 
though any politic,dly eff ectivc third party niove- 
ment looking to revolutionary egalitarian change 
would liiive an iipliill stniggle, retluiring enormous 
sacrifices of its followers, woiild this necessarily in- 
volve any greater difficulties than non-violent direct 
action? Organizition for large-scale non-violent di- 
rect action, for esumple, \vould set in  motion ninny 
of the tendencies present in all collective efforts: 
bureaucracy, loss of individuality, and tlie estab- 
lishment of organization ;IS iin end. Like electoral 
iiction, it \vould ;ilso reciuire financing. The point is 
not that non-violcnt direct action is unessential but 
that electorid action (as ;a form of non-violence) may 
be just as vital. 

Related to the issue of means is Dellinger’s gen- 
eral tendency to dismiss rather casually tlie violence 
and repression of the “revolutionary” regimes of 
China, Cuba, and North Vietnam, while dealing at 
some length with “establishment” violence in the 
US. To be sure, lie notes that Cnstro has never set 
up a free parliament, but lie pavs too little attention 
to the evidence of political repression. And similar 
nttitades are revealed in connection with China and 
North Vietnam. At times-despite his general and 
deeply held philosophy of non-violence-lie seems to 
give hostages to the view that there is indeed a dis- 
tinction between “revolutionary” violence and capi- 
talist establishment violence-that the fornier may 
somehow lead to good ends while the latter cannot. 

As for goals, Rubenstein is clear about at least 
one: 3 vast decentralization into neighborhoods, 
with ii break-up of what is now the central city and 
its suburbs. Beyond this, he is rather viigiie. He is 
p ~ t i c t ~ l i ~ l y  ambiguous about the relationship of 
political decentralization to economic centralization: 
If we decentralize politically but continue to expand 
industrialization, which seemingly requires a large 
measure of coordination and, therefore, of centrali- 
zation, worild not the political decentralization be- 
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conie largely :i form without vitality? Yet Rubenstein 
certainly does not suggest de-industrialization, 
wliicli might at  least be compatible with political 
decentr;ilization. This is an old problem, of course, 
for it runs tlirougli the writings of many anarchists, 
some of whom (like Tolstoy) argue for de- 
industri;~lizatioii, while others ( like -Kropotkin) ap- 
p;irently think that industrialism is compatible with 
the kind of neighborhood (or  perhaps producers’ 
giiild) self-rule supported by Rubenstein. Gandhi 
s;iw the issue clearly and stoutly maintained that a 
society which values genuine local autonomy must 
d s o  strictly limit tlie introduction of industrial 
technology. 

Dellinger does not deal very concretely with goals, 
escept when calling for the destruction of economic 
and racial inequality.. Even here, lie does not specify 
inany details. Is tlib tax system to be used to pro- 
mote ecpility, for example? Does ’ “race” equality 
11ie:in “sep;irate but equal” or complete integration? 
Dellinger is very much an anti-capitalist, but it is 
not clear just what form of “socialism” he would 
adopt. One wishes he liad at least hinted at  an 
mswer-beyond his iippiirent admiration for Castro’s 
economic conceptions. 

e 

FimU!y, the time-worn question of human nature 
;incl politics nirist be raised, for i t  is at  least im- 
plicitly posecl in sucli discussions. Even when men 
1i;ive l i d  i t  i n  their power to use vastly increased 
wedtli for human hetterment-as, according to R. H. 
Tiiivney, tliry did in tlie sixteenth century-they have 
;is frequently a s  not employed it to destroy one 
another. Is there something in man, and particularly 
in collective man, which leads liim to rebel against 
his own best insights and his own ration;ility? 

Are institutions repressing something good in man 
or, on the contrary, do they fairly well represent 
him in all his complexities? If one takes tlie former 
position-which argues th~i t  by changing institutions 
we can i n  effect chiing(3 men-then one must ask 
why supposedly good rtien have so long allowed 
tlicmselves to be suppressed by sucli seemingly alien 
institutions a s  wiir, conscription, prisons, and 
tyrannical schemes of governance. If, the answer is 
that men liavc not been enlightened enough to see 
cle;irly iind that we must enlighten them, then ;in- 
other quc~stion presents itself: About how long will 
i t  take? Since at  least tlie seventeenth century, lib- 
erals ;ind rdicals  have said that enlightenment is 
the answer, vet tyranny, conscription and war are as 
uhicpitous today as they were three hundred years 
ago-indcctl, conscription did not even exist then but 

came crfter the supposed enlightenment was well 
under way. 

\Ve can illustrate tlie question from yet another 
viewpoint-that of electoral politics. Most radicals 
look with suspicion, and rightly so, on the electoral 
scheme of the United States, particularly when 
coupled with ;i grossly inequitable and inadequate 
economic system which gives tremendous advan- 
tages to the rich. Many suggest that Americans do 
not really have an opportunity to vote for genuinely 
radical programs and that if they liad an opportunity 
they would support radicalism. Yet, there have been 
several occasions during the past two generations 
when Americans, despite restrictive electoral pro- 
cedures, have had alternatives offered and yet have 
strongly rejected those alternatives. Norman Thomas 
used to observe that, while he usually obtained 
huge audiences, very few of those who heard him 
would vote for liim. And Communists, the Socialist 
Labor Party, and Trotskyites have fared even worse. 
In 1924 and 1948, Americans had an opportunity to 
support candidates to the “left” of the orthodox 
parties but to the “right” of “socialism.” What did 
they do? IVe know they voted overwhelmingly for 
the orthodox parties. 

If one rejects electoral politics completely, what 
greater hope can one discover in direct-action 
politics? IVhat reason is there to suppose that men 
in the mass are more willing to support radical 
change through this method than through more 
orthodox channels? I t  would seem that possibilities 
a s  well as obstacles inhere in both approaches. 

The other answer to the human-nature question 
would suggest that our institutional life is a mirror 
of human life. If war remains, it is because there is 
something in human nature reflected by that fact. 
If there is ii tendency to exploitation of most human 
beings by the few, it is because most human beings 
are slavish by nature while a few are aggressive, 
intelligent, self-interested and manipulative. If the 
Democratic National Convention of 1968 was 
“rigged,” as Dellinger says it was, then it was rigged 
because, on the whole, the American people were 
too apathetic and too slavish to insist on unrigged 
conventions; and the apathy and slavishness were 
due not merely to the “culture” and institutions but 
also to characteristics of man which transcend even 
the accidents of n given social environment. 

Whatever tlie answer to this controversy about 
human nature and politics, it would appear that we 
should probably take account of both the optimistic 
and tlie pessimistic interpretations as we plan for 
tlie social change of the future, for both approaches 
tell us something significant. I t  seems to me that 



we can no longer accept simplistic notions which 
attribute man’s state merely to ignorance or to the 
corrupting effect of institutions: There is too much 
in our experience which casts doubt on this answer. 
On the other hand, i t  would seem equdly doubtful 
that the extreme pessimists are entirely right. There 
is a hope for fundamental change and, within limits, 
“revolutionary” possibilities exist in every situation. 
But the obstacles are enormous; and to overcome 
them we need utopian ideals, clarity about both 
ends and means, and more courageous men like 
David Dellinger--and, to avoid disillusionment, an 

admonition not to expect too much ;it a given time. 
\\’e should probably add, too, that, even if great 

progress is madc in the direction of the egalitarian 
revolution, the gains are likely to be partially can- 
celled because of such factors ;is complacency, the 
so-cnlled iron law of oligarchy, and the tendency 
to institutional corruption. Every generation, there- 
fore, must be challcnged to institute ii new revolu- 
tion, not only to counteract the decline from old 
itchicvcments brit i l lso to go 1)eyond the attainments 
of the past. The revolution, we may suggest, is never 
victorious but onlv in process of being won. 

PEACE, AND THE USES OF WAR 
Guy G. Dacis 

Is there a “peace movement”? It would appear so, if 
for no other reason than that a great many people 
count themselves part of “the movement,” as it is cus- 
tomarily called. Yet the independent researcher will 
be hard pressed to find any single unifying factor 
besides opposition to the Vietnam war. Even opposi- 
tion to war generally or to similar forms of violence 
is not uniformly shared. Many have no objection to 
just” wars or to the use of violence, e.g., revolution, 

to gain desired social reform. As the Vietnam war 
winds down, the movement is slowly being faced 
with the inevitable problem of maintaining some 
semblance of cohesion and unity. 

Besides several vertical dichotomies in the move- 
ment, there has also been a great horizontal diver- 
gence between its “head” and its “heart.” That is to 
say, between its intelligentsia on the one hnnd, who 
conduct research and theory on high historical, socio- 
logical, economic, theological and ethical levels, and 
the popular leadership on the other, who traffic in 
concepts simply stated and easily grasped which, 
if lacking in subtlety, have gained a certain respec- 
tability through long and repeated usage. Between 
these two extremes, the process of cross-fertilization 
is at best fitful, weak and errant. No more eloquent 
demonstration of this can be found than by compar- 
ing the learned journals of opinion, in which move- 
ment intelligentsia ~t icul i i te  and debate with each 
other, to the underground. press and other popular 
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publications. The contrast is striking-and depressing. 
This is not to deny that various intellectuals often 

resort to simplistic utterances for the sake of ex- 
pediency. We find no less eminent a thinker than 
Robert Hutchins, addressing the assemblage of 
notables attending Pacem in Terris I1 in May of 
1967, itsking them “How can we make peace, , . . 
peace, pure, simple and durable?” While durability 
is certainly to be desired, Dr. Hutchins well knows, 
as his other statements and wvktings demonstrate, 
that there is nothing “simple” about peace. (And 
what “pure” means in this context is anybody’s 
guess. ) Such convenient and pious verbiage on the 
part of those who know better should be discouraged, 
no matter who the perpetrator, ;is a mindless lie- 
trayal of leadership function and responsibility. 

If the movement is to continue in any organized 
mnnner beyond the Vietnam war, the vahiable 
popular movement attitudes and ideas must be re- 
lilted to the often profound and innovative concepts 
of its intellectual leadership. Not the least task is to 
dispel1 :I grent time-honored fog of simplistic clichds, 
plus ;I few hackneyed thoughts of more recent vin- 
tage but of equal shallowness: 

“WNTS ticuer settle mything.” Refuting this bit of 
\vishful thinking is so easy as to be almost embarras- 
sing. \Vars have, of course, settled a great many 
questions and often with a finality lacking in other 
solutions (e.g., where is Hitler’s Third Heich?). True, 
wars don’t always settle issues, or often not those 
originally provoking the struggle, but no human 
activity is completely efficient. Recognizing this, 
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